
0. INTRODUCTION

0.1 THE yAGARIA LANGUAGE

0.1 .1 The speakers

Yagaria is a Non-Austronesian or Papuan language of the Central

Highlands of New Guinea.

20,756 Yagaria-speaking people, according to the 1973/7^ Census

figures, live in the area north to east of Mt. Michael, in the Lufa

Subdistrict of the Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea. In addition,

there are 360 speakers of the language at Yagaria-Yagusa in the

Keiagana-Kanite Census Division of the neighbouring Okapa Subdistrict.

The ancestors of those people at Yagaria-Yagusa are said to have migrat-

ed there from Yagusa in the present-day Yagaria Census Division. To-

gether with them, the total number of Yagaria speakers is 21,116.

All of the inhabitants of the Yagaria Census Division are speakers

of the Yagaria language, and the westernmost dialect of the language

extends into the Labogai Census Division.

The area inhabited by the Yagaria people, though not very large,

shows marked topographical differences in itself. The settlements of

the Yagaria people are found from the rather low lying areas around

Kami and Gotomi (abotit 1,400 metres = 4,500 ft. above sea level) with

their warm and dry climate and open, grass-covered valleys, up to

almost 2,500 metres (8,000 ft.), to the edge of the heavily forested

areas sloping down from Mt. Michael.

The Yagaria people always were, and still are, with very few

exceptions, subsistance farmers. They live in small hamlets with a

population of rarely exceeding 400 people. The population of such a

hamlet is quite often identical with an exogamous patrilineage clan.

The sweet potato is cultivated as the staple diet, besides that, taro,

yams, sugarcane, bananas, beans, "pitpit", and a number of spinach-

type vegetables are grown and eaten. Domestic animals kept include

pigs, dogs, and chickens. The diet is occasionally supplemented by

animals (marsupials) and birds hunted with bow and arrow in the forests

or the grasslands.

The growing of coffee as a cash crop was introduced toward the

end of the fifties, and has increased tremendously over the years. The

cash has changed some of the traditional habits of eating and dressing.

Rice, tinned meat and fish and other food items are nowadays available

in stores throughout the area. Especially the men favour now a more



European style of clothing, and wear shorts and shirts, instead of the

traditional clothing made mainly of bark. Although women's clothing

can also be bought, the number of women sticking to traditional clothing,

is much greater than that of the men.

The traditional house form amongst the Yagaria people is the round

or oval house built on the ground. In the old society, men lived sep-

arated from the women and children in the men's house which was the

dominant building in the hamlet, some hamlets had even two or more

men's houses. A young boy was accepted into the society of the adult

men by the initiation ceremonies connected with cane-swallowing and

nose-bleeding. The secret cult of the men, from which women and child-

ren were excluded, centered around the bamboo flutes which were blown

at the occasion of initiations and pig festivals, and were also kept

completely secret.

The secrecy of the flutes has been given up in recent years,

mainly under the influence of Christian mission activity in the area.

The flutes are, however, still blown occasionally in preparation for

and as invitation to pig festivals. Men's houses were abandoned in

favour of family houses. In more recent years, in a number of villages,

larger houses in the style of the old men's houses have been built

again. Those new houses are however not restricted to the men, but

serve the whole community as gathering places at night, and as guest

houses for visitors

.

0.1 .2 The neighbours

To the south and south-west of the Yagaria area lies the area of

the Gimi people. There is quite a distinct language boundary passing

through between the villages of Kiovi and Beha. Everywhere else, the

Yagaria people are separated from their Gimi speaking neighbours by

high ridges and dense uninhabited rain forests.

West of the Yagaria language area, across the Tua river which

has belts of unpopulated areas in its deep valley on both of its sides,

live speakers of languages of the Central Family of the East New Guinea

Highlands Stock. The languages bordering Yagaria to the west, belong

to the Chuave-Nomane group of the Central Family.

To the north and north-west, also across the Jua river, the

Yagaria people are bordered by speakers of the Siane-Yabiyufa language

subfamily which belongs, as Yagaria and Gimi, to the East-Central

Family of the East New Guinea Highlands Stock.

To the north, the Yagaria people are bordered by the Bena-Bena,

to the north-east, by the Kafe-Kamano and by the Yate people.



The languages most closely related to Yagaria, are situated to

the east of the area: Keiagana and Kanite. Together with them, and
with the two a little more distantly related languages Yate and Kamano
Yagaria belongs to the Kamano-Yagaria-Keiagana subfamily of the East-
Central Family of the East New Guinea Highlands Stock which in turn
belongs to the Trans-New Guinea Phylum of the Non-Austronesian languages'^.

The name "Yagaria" was originally unknown to the people themselves.
It originates from the people living to the north of the area. The
Bena-Bena people call the region south of their own the "Yagaria" area,
and coiisequently speak of the "Yagaria people" and the "Yagaria language".
The Australian Administration which had before and during the Second
World War an administration centre and airstrip in the Bena-Bena area,
used the term "Yagaria" for topographical purposes. Wurm, after his
1958-59 field survey of the Australian New Guinea Highlands languages,
introduced the term for linguistic classification^.

0.1.3 Dialects

Yagaria consists of eight main dialects, and some of those have
even what could be called sub-dialects, as idiosyncrasies of speech may
be found varying from one village to the next within a given dialect.

The distribution of the dialects is shown on the map on Page xiii^.
All dialects share a high percentage of cognates, e.g. Move and Kami-
Kuluka share 92.3$.

The most eastern, and smallest of the dialects, Dagenava, is

actually a link in the dialect chain between Yagaria and Keiagana, as
there is no distinct boundary between those two languages. The dialect
change Just progresses from one village to the next, and actually the
decision that Dagenava belongs to Yagaria, and the dialect spoken at

the neighbouring village of Hamu, to Keiagana, is quite an arbitrary
one which has partly been influenced by the Administration's borders
between Census Divisions and Subdistricts .

The most western dialect, Huva, which is spoken around the Admin-

istration centre of Lufa, and extends into the Labogai Census Division

as far west as Kiovi, and into the Yagaria Census Division as far east

as Momento, could for certain reasons, mainly of a socio-linguistic

nature, be regarded as a separate language. Such separation could

certainly not be done on the basis of lexico-statistical evidence

(85.6$ cognates between Kami-Kuluka and Huva, 8l.3$ between Move and

Huva), but on the basis of structural differences^.
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